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summary
This note, p~e~azsd foz the National Adv5.soryCommittee
for Aeronautics, contains tiledemonstration that tkie presmre
around the circular crosp section of an elon~ted airship’,plot-
ted a~inst ‘he diameter of symmetry, ~an be expected to be”fep-
?
resented by a straight line. —
l
Reference
.—— —
Lamb, ~lHy&odynamics.~*
An elongated airship, when fifing in pitch, ywt7,or when
turning, experiences lateral air forces, prodl~cedbY Pressure ..-”
differences at different points of eaeh cross section. Ii this
section is circular, the air being supposed to be a perfect gas> ._
this pressure distribution approaches one described by a
simple law with increasing elongation ratio of the hull.
knowledge of this law is of use for the airship designer
m
b representing or interpreting pressure distribution tests
very
The
when
-,-
with
l
-2-
&irships or airship models. Zts dcnmns’!rationis the subject of
this note.
It rests on the fn~f bhat w+.xh vei’yelongated aizchips the _ __
transverse comp?nen’tof the airflow around circular cross sec-
tions is practically identicai with the two-dimensional flow
around a circular cylinder. Furthermore, the velocity of flight
V is large ~{hencompared with the velocities produced by the._ ,__
motion of the ship in the surrounding air, as the angle of pitch
of yaw o1.,is supposed to be small. Now, the pressure, according
to Bernouillils law, is proportional to the (negative) square
of the air velocity relative to the ship,“when measured from a
suitable standard, and hence is proportional to (v + v)’ + w’,
where v denotes the velocity component near the surface paral-
lel to the meridians ard w that a~ong the parallels of latitude.
When neglecting the squares of v and w, and omitting the ,_
term V= as only giving rise to a constant pressure, there re- .-
mains the one term
2VV (1)
The air pressure, when measured from a suitable standard, is
therefore equal to
Vvp (2)
Now let @ be the potential of the flow ard hence let
(3)
l
&
where z is the coordinate parallel to the axis of the ship.
with that of the t~o-dimenslcml flow aro~nd the circular cylin-
der with the diamete~ cf the &liT.at t?~t cection, say 21, and
with the lateral velocity of t.lecyli~~der V sin a= (where a
denotes the angle of pitch or yaw). Hence, accozdiilgto the ref___
erence, it is
~= V sin a cos p a2/r
where $ and a are the polar coordinates of the
being the center of the’circle. At the points of
ar= ati hence Q =Vsinacosqr.
(4)
plane, a = O
the surface,
According to equation (2), the longitudi~~ velocity is then
,.
(5)
* BY substituting (5) into (1) the pressure distribution results
finally .
‘P
P = V2 ~2sinacos-Cp& (6)
At one particular cross section, ati under constant conditions
of flight, all terms of (6) are constant except Cos q. This
cosine is proportional to the distance of the point of tinesur-
face from that plane ‘throughthe axis of the ship which is a plane
.—=
of symmetry with res~ect to the airflow produced in pitch or yaw._
Hence the air pressure, w-henplotted over the diameter of symme-
try, gives a straight line-
This straight line does not pass through the oenter of the
-4-
cross section, even when the pressure is measured from a suitable
standard, as the neglected.squares of v give rise to a constant.——.
additional pressuze.
The same arguments can be used for a flight along a circ~ar _
path. The.same straight line appears then tco. ~
With actual ships and.finite elongation the curve described .,.
will.not come out quite straight, but at laast it will be approx-
imately so over the greatest portion of the length. This kindof
plotting will give smoother curves and more re=a~larones tha~ . ._
the plotting of the pressure against the angle q.
a It can further be concluded from the investigation finished
and in
l
should
particular from equation (6), that the r.leanpressure
approximately
Pm = fi~’’k.cil
be independent of anv”small pitch or yaw.
